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House Of Ghosts
Madrone

Hey guys. I decided to create this because 
I came on here looking for how to play this 
song and I could not find it. So I created 
this just in case Im not the only one 
looking for it. Soon Im gonna create a 
TAB for this song in drop B tuning so 
stay tuned. GOD BLESS.

House of Ghosts by MADRONE

Standard E tuning(EADGBe)

INTRO:
      C               Am
When love decides to leave, 
     C             B 
The pain, comforts me. 

VERSE 1:
      E
Ill say 
              G       C             
Its all in how you pray. 
            G        Am  
Its all in what you gave, 
                     B
Its all in how you believe youre right.
E
Hey 
           G    C
I see another way, 
          G     Am
I see inside the gray. 
                   B
I see its how you feel when youre 

PRE-CHORUS:
   C                            B
In a house of ghosts, to feel alright. 
     C                      B
In a house of ghosts I feel fine. 

CHORUS:
               E
Take me to the memories Ive lost. 



               D
Take me to the memories Ive loved. 
        C                                 B
Let me run in the river and know Im not alone. 

VERSE 2:
      E
Ill say 
              G      C
Its all in how you hate, 
           G          Am
Its all inside your fate. 
               B
All in how you feel when youre
  
PRE-CHORUS:
  C                            B
In a house of ghosts, to feel alright. 
C                         B
In a house of ghosts Im ALIVE. 

CHORUS:
               E
Take me to the memories Ive lost. 
               D
Take me to the memories Ive loved. 
       C                                 B
Let me run in the river and know Im not alone. 
          E                            
Wont you break me down and tell me why, 
   D                                         
I cannot reach or touch the sky. 
     C                           B
Ive gotta start living before I die. 

PRE-CHORUS:
      E                Am
When love decides to leave, 
      C           B
The pain, comforts me. 

SOLO:
E, E, G, F#
e|--12b(hold)--11s~-----------------|
B|-------------12s~-----5--0--3-----|
G|-------------11s~--9-----------2--|
D|-------------13s~-----------------|
A|-------------11s~-----------------|
E|----------------------------------|

Interlude:
                 E
Take me to the memories,



               E
Take me to the memories Ive lost.
               C              B
Take me to the memories Ive lost.

    E                Am       C                   B
When love decides to die, in a house of ghosts Im alive 
    E               Am          C                    B
When love decides to burn, the pain, is all youll learn. 

CHORUS:
                E
Take me to the memories Ive lost. 
                D
Take me to the memories Ive loved. 
       C                                  B
Let me run in the river and know Im not alone. 
           E                            
Wont you break me down and tell me why, 
    D                                         
I cannot reach or touch the sky. 
     C                           B
Ive gotta start living before I die. 
                 E
(take me to the ghosts)

OUTRO:
e|----------------------------------------------------------------------|
B|--12-12--------(x4)13-13--------(x4)13-13---------(x4)8---8---7---7---|
G|----------12-12(x4)--------14-14(x4)--------12-12-(x4)----------------|
D|----------------------------------------------------------------------|
A|----------------------------------------------------------------------|
E}----------------------------------------------------------------------|
In a house of ghosts, to feel alright. 
In a house of ghosts Im ALIVE. 


